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The key to a successful homeschool program is to teach a child to study on his/her own. The only

way to do that is to carefully select resources. You need books that are attractive and interactive.

You want your child to enjoy learning by making it a fun experience. Books composed of all texts

might be too boring, so go for books like these. Buy a copy today!
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Our son loved reading the facts aloud and exclaimed quite loudly with excitement as he would see

amazing picture after amazing picture. As a parent, I love the idea that after he reads a fact, he is

immediately rewarded with an incredible visual photo that allows him to express how he feels about

what he just read. This method of learning also seems to keep him more engaged in not just the

pictures but the facts that he's reading, which means he's absorbing the information like a sponge

and isn't just reading to please mom. The only down side was his protest when the book ended

much sooner than he would have liked. However, we were on to the next book and next topic which

went equally as well. We did note one typo in this book... location 16 of 18, first sentence should



read "The Mediterranean Sea is" Aside from the one typo, the words are of appropriate grade and

the graphics are wonderful. We will definitely be buying more books like these for our daily reading

time.

Young readers will love the stunning pictures in Ã¢Â€ÂœOceans and Seas of the World.Ã¢Â€Â• As a

teacher and mom, I would recommend this cute book as a read-aloud since a third grader may need

to have words like "hydrosphere" and "submarine ridges" explained to him since they arenÃ¢Â€Â™t

made clear in the text. Perhaps a glossary in the back would alleviate that problem.Personally, I

found the book almost relaxing to read because of the vibrancy of the photos. You can almost hear

the crashing of the waves and the cawing of the seagulls. If kids can tear their eyes away from the

pictures, they will learn facts like the names of the five largest bodies of water and that the

Mediterranean Sea is almost entirely surrounded by land.I received this product for free or at a

discount in return for my honest and unbiased review. If it was helpful, please check the

Ã¢Â€ÂœyesÃ¢Â€Â• button below. Thank you!

This is an excellent ebook for kids! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to incorporate

this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole class and

then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.

I received this book titled Oceans and Seas of the World : Homeschool Geography 3rd Grade

Series: Oceanography for Kids (Children's Oceanography Books) Kindle Edition on July 8, 2016. I

read the entire book to my children as a story before bedtime. I have an inquisitive six year old

daughter and a rambunctious four year old son. I engaged both of their attentions throughout the

entire reading of this book. They enjoyed the beautiful photos of the different seas and oceans. I

enjoyed learning about the interesting facts about the oceans and seas. I wish the book was a little

bit longer and had more examples of seas or go into more details about oceans. I was just getting to

know more about the difference between the seas and oceans but the book ends abruptly after the

Mediterranean Sea. All of the pictures are very detailed and goes well with the text. This book talks



about how a sea is smaller than an ocean and it is basically part of an ocean that is partially

enclosed by land. There are five oceans, the Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean,

the Arctic Ocean, and the Antarctic Ocean. These large bodies of salt water moderate the climate

and play a vital role in the water cycle, carbon cycle, and the nitrogen cycle. My kids and I all

enjoyed reading this great book with many interesting facts about our continents and oceans. I hope

we can find more books that are similar to this one by the same publisher or author. There were

very minor grammatical errors.

We read this with several children of our friends. The parents checked it out as well. The following

are the main problems raised after reading the book.Criticisms:* Large numbers without commas -

like 25000* The word "is" was missing the letter "i" once in the book* Harder vocabulary words didn't

have a definition and there was no glossary* There's no maps at all showing the location of the

oceans and/or major seas* The pictures, while pretty, didn't seem connected to any particular ocean

or sea* There's no mention of how many seas exist* There's no mention whether or not every ocean

has seas and whether every continent had seas* The kids wondered how many seas were in

America* The two biggest oceans are identified by % of the Earth's surface, but the rest aren't

ranked by size* Only one ocean has another geographical feature other than size (it was the

number of islands), which caused the kids to ask how many islands did the other oceans have and

was it possible for there to be an island in a sea and the adults wanted a fact for each of the

oceans* The water cycle, carbon cycle, and nitrogen cycle are named but have no definition* Only

one sea is named and kids asked if that was the only major one* The children asked how did the

seas moderate the Earth's climate* They also wondered how that differed and why from any effect

the oceans have on climate* Every page has a picture, but only every other page also had text.

Everybody agreed it'd be better if every page also had text.Overall, everybody thought this didn't

provide enough information. I received this at a free or discounted rate in exchange for my honest

review. To clarify how I view the rating system, five stars = A, four stars = B, three stars = C, two

stars = D, and one star = F. If you found this review helpful, please click yes below as I do my best

to share my experience of the book with you.
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